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2.

(10)

tacarapu[[?]]estaca

[[image - drawing of a weaving loom with parts labelled]]

[[image - drawing of a waska]]

[[image - drawing of a pini k'aytu[?] weft]]

[[image - drawing of a tocoro]]

[[image - drawing of a wichuna]]

[[image - drawing of a wiskata]]

[[image - drawing of a estacakuna = tacarapu]]

[[image - drawing of a illawi (heddles) also stick for ilawi - illawi kaspi]]

[[image - drawing of a qongarni (v)]]

B, G asked if for chuspa

uskayta ruay - work fast

names for loom parts from calixdo

telar = chuspa awana (does he think this is chuspa?)

hawasiqi = bug

wawayoq chuspa = bag with little bags

alambri = knitting needles/wire

chulluruwana = knitting

alluiska - warps tisnu
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